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Let E and F be a pair of locally convex spaces in duality, with (T and r the weak 
and Mackey topologies on E. A sequence of functions (f”} on E is said to be 
Mosco-convergent to another function fs, denoted f, 3 f,, if for every v E E, 
lim sup, _ 5 fn(v,) <fa(v) for some sequence v, + v, and lim inf,, ou f,,(vn) >fs(v) 
for every sequence v, y v. In this paper it is shown that if F is a separable Frechet 
space, {f,: n > 1 } a sequence of proper, lower semicontinuous convex functions, 
and f,* the convex conjugate off,, then f, 2 f. -f,* 3 f$ if&(v) <: cc for some 
v E E. 0 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1971 Umberto Mosco [ 151 introduced a new form of convergence for 
sequences of proper lower semicontinuous convex functions on a reflexive 
Banach space. “Mosco convergence,” as it has come to be called, has a 
number of highly desirable properties, including the basic result of Mosco’s 
original paper: that the operation of convex conjugation is continuous with 
respect to Mosco convergence. Mosco’s fruitful idea has since seen 
widespread application, and papers discussing it, or its generalization, 
“epiconvergence,” now number in the hundreds (see, e.g., the bibliography 
to Attouch [2]). This paper is intended both as an exposition of Mosco’s 
beautiful result, and an extension of it to the locally convex setting. The 
basic result we will prove is that if E and Fare a dual pair of locally convex 
spaces, F a separable Frechet space, {f, : n > 1 } a sequence of proper, 
lower semicontinuous convex functions on E, and f, 2 fO denotes Mosco 
convergence, then f, 2 f. =+ f,* 3 f. . * The locally convex setting would 
seem, both in terms of the techniques employed and the nature of its 
results, to be the natural one in which to develop Mosco’s theory, yet 
surprisingly few papers approach the subject from this perspective. The 
two major exceptions to this statement o be found in the literature are 
an early, elegant paper by J.-L. Joly [ 111, and a more recent paper by 
K. Back [3]; the results of both are briefly discussed in Section 6. 
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Let us begin by recalling some necessary definitions. Let E and F be a 
pair of locally convex Hausdorff topological vector spaces in separating 
duality, and let ( , ) denote the canonical bilinear form of the pairing. By 
definition this means that ( , ) is a nondegenerate bilinear form ( , ) on 
E x F such that the map u + (v, 5 ) is continuous for every i: E F, and the 
map 5 + (v, 5) is continuous for every u E E. (Thus F may be viewed as a 
subspace of E*, the topological dual of E, which separates the points of E.) 
A topology on E (resp. F) is said to be a dual topology (with respect o the 
given pairing) if FZ E* (resp. E r F*). The Mackey-Ahrens theorem states 
that there is a smallest and a largest dual topology on E compatible with 
the pairing in this sense; these are denoted a(E, F) and $E, F), respectively 
(or gE, sE, or C, z when there is no ambiguity), and are called the weak 
and Mackey topologies. (Both here and throughout dual assertions and 
definitions for F are omitted.) Unless stated otherwise, reference to a 
topology on E or F means a dual topology. 
A function on E will refer to a map f: E + [ - co, 001. The convex 
conjugate (or Young-Fenchel transform) of a function f: E + [ - co, a] 
is the new function f*: F -+ [-co, co] given by the formula 
A function f: E + [ - co, co] is said to be proper if f(o) > -CC for every 
v E E, andf(u) < 00 for some u E E. Let T(E) denote the set of proper, lower 
semicontinuous convex functions on E; T(E) does not depend on the 
specific dual topology given E, because the family of closed convex sets in 
E arising from any dual topology coincides with the family of convex sets 
closed in the o(E, F)-topology. A theorem of Fenchel (in the finite dimen- 
sional case) and Rockafellar (in the locally convex case) states that for any 
f E f(E), f ** = f; thus the operation of convex conjugation is a bijection 
of r(E) onto T(F). 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Suppose v E E and let 6, : E + ( - 00, cc ] denote the func- 
tion such that 6,(w) = 0 if w = u, and 6,(w) = 00 otherwise. It is immediate 
that 6, E T(E). Let L, denote the canonical continuous linear functional 
corresponding to u on F, so that L,(t) =: (u, 4). Then S,* = L,, because 
~z(5)=suP{(w,5)-~"(w)}=(~,5)=L"(5). 
n’t F 
By the Fenchel duality theorem, or direct computation, it follows that 
L*=b**=(j ” u 0. 
We now turn to the primary focus of this paper, Mosco convergence. 
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Consider the following two conditions on a sequence of functions 
{f,:n>O) on E: 
For every u E E, lim sup fn(un) <fO(u) for some sequence u, t v. (1.1) 
“--rn[: 
For every u E E, lim inf f,,(v,) >fO(u) for eoery sequence u, T v. (1.2) 
n-m 
We will refer to these as the left and right Mosco conditions, or M, and 
M,, respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. If f,,: E+ C--03, co], ~20, satisfies (1.1) and (1.2), 
the sequence {f, : n 3 11 is said to be Mosco-convergent to fo; in this case 
we write fn 2 fo. 
In 1971 Mosco showed that if E is a reflexive Banach space, and F= E*, 
then f,gfo-fn**fo* if f, E T(E), n 20. Mosco did not discuss 
whether or not this result held for a nonreflexive space; and until very 
recently the literature was curiously ambiguous on this point. In attempting 
to generalize Mosco’s theorem to the nonreflexive setting, however, a 
question of definition arises. A reflexive space is barrelled, and in every 
barrelled space the strong and Mackey topologies coincide. Thus if E is a 
reflexive Banach space, the “left-Mosco” condition (1.1) may be stated in 
terms of either the norm or Mackey topologies, because these coincide on 
both E and E*. If however E is a nonreflexive Banach space, then while the 
norm and Mackey topologies continue to coincide on E, they always differ 
on E*, and thus the notion of Mosco convergence may be extended in two 
very different ways, depending on whether the topology appearing in (1.1) 
is taken to be the norm topology or the Mackey topology. 
If one states the left-Mosco criterion in terms of the norm topology, 
then, as Beer and Borwein [S] have elegantly demonstrated in a recent 
paper, f, 2 f never implies f z 2 f * when E is not reflexive. (That is, for 
any nonreflexive space E, Beer and Borwein construct a sequence {f,} on 
E for which the antecedent is satisfied but the consequent fails.) It follows 
from Theorem 1.3 below, however, that if the Mosco criteria are framed in 
terms of the c and z topologies for the dual pair (E*, E), and E is 
separable, then f ,* 2 f * implies f, -;i?’ f: The difficult half of this implica- 
tion was established by de Acosta [ 1, Appendix 23 in the special case when 
fX r f * (although the full strength of this assumption was not in fact 
necessary). De Acosta’s proof, as he notes, is a modification of techniques 
to be found in Attouch [2, Sect. 3.21. The treatment in the present paper 
is in turn an adaptation of de Acosta’s argument; its primary technical 
novelty is to illustrate how the de Acosta approach may be extended to 
metrizable locally convex spaces by replacing the norm in the Moreau 
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Yoshida approximation by a suitable Minkowski functional, as well as 
focusing on the precise nature of the additional conditions required. 
Let us summarize the basic results of the paper. Let us agree to write 
f, T f. if a sequence of functions {f, : n > 0} satisfies (l.l), and fn z f. 
if the sequence satisfies (1.2). Mosco’s theorem really consists of two parts, 
one easy and one hard. The easy part may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E and F be a dual pair of locally convex spaces such 
that F is z(F, E)-quasicomplete. Zf f,, w fo, then f ,* s f $. 
Theorem 1.1 will be proved in Section 2. Example 2.1 shows that 
Theorem 1.1 can fail when F is not quasicomplete, ven if both E and Fare 
separable and metrizable. 
Mosco’s theorem will follow from Theorem 1.1 if we can show in addi- 
tion that f, z f. + f ,* x f $ under appropriate conditions. One of the 
points that we would like to stress is that there is a very real asymmetry 
underlying these two, apparently symmetrical parts of Mosco’s theorem. 
The first requires only minimal assumptions about F, has a very simple 
proof, and is valid for any sequence of functions. None of these desiderata 
hold true of the second half. 
The basic idea behind the proof that f, ~2. f. 3 f,* w f$ (under 
appropriate conditions) is to smooth the convex conjugates f ,*, prove that 
a strong form of (1.1) holds for the smoothed sequence, and then pass to 
the limit as the smoothing term tends to zero. In the case of a reflexive 
Banach space, the smoothing is equivalent to adding a quadratic term to 
the functions f,, : 
f,,Av)=:f,(v)+c lIvl12~ c > 0, 
where llvll is the norm of v. The convex conjugate of f,,C is known in the 
literature as the Moreau-Yoshida approximation to f *; see, e.g., Attouch 
[2]. In order to generalize this to a locally convex space, it is necessary to 
find a suitable replacement for the norm. This turns out to be the 
Minkowski functional qK for a balanced, convex, o(E, F)-compact set K. In 
Section 3 some needed properties of such Minkowski functionals and their 
convex conjugates are discussed. 
In general, f, x fO does not imply f ,* 3 f $. This phenomenon has 
nothing to do with the possibly infinite-dimensional nature of the spaces 
involved. Here is a simple example: 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let E = F= R, and for every n > 0, let f, = 6,, so that 
f,*(t) = supXGR{ tx - fn(x)} = nt. Then lim inf,, u3 f,(x) 2 fO(x) for every 
XER, but if t,,+t>O, thenf,*(t,)+cO>O= f:(t). 
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If however a simple growth condition is put on {f,}, it becomes possible 
to prove the hard half of Mosco’s theorem. This condition is provided by: 
DEFINITION 1.2. A sequence {f, : n > 1 } of proper functions on E is 
uniformly proper if there exists a sequence {v, : n > 1 }, which is contained 
in a(E, F)-compact convex set, and such that sup, >, fJv,,) < co. 
Remark 1.1. If {fn} is proper, f, w fO, andf,(v) < cc for some v E E, 
then {fn } is uniformly proper if F is Frechet (because E is then o(E, F)- 
quasicomplete). 
A uniformly proper sequence enjoys a number of properties which are 
needed in the proof of Theorem 1.2; these appear in different guises 
throughout the literature. Lemma 4.1 shows that when f,e fO, the 
uniform propriety of a sequence in Z’(E) is equivalent to a strong growth 
condition on the original sequence, and a regularity condition on the 
convex conjugates of a smoothed sequence {fn,K}. Example 4.1 illustrates 
different aspects of this result. 
These observations are then applied in Section 5 to prove the basic result 
of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E and F be a pair of locally convex spaces in duality, 
such that F is separable and metrizable. Zf {f, : n 2 1 } c T(E) is uniformly 
proper andf, z fo, then f ,* z f o*. 
Theorem 1.2 is proved in Section 5. It immediately follows from 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and Remark 1.1, that: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let E and F be a pair of locally convex spaces in duality, 
such that F is a separable Frtchet space. Zf f, E T(E), n > 1, and fO(v) < cc 
for some v E E, then fn 3 f0 *f ,* 3 f $. 
This is really the essence of Mosco’s theorem: convex conjugation is 
continuous in the Mosco sense when F is a separable FrCchet space. Now 
the ubiquitous appearance of reflexivity in Mosco’s theorem becomes 
understandable: in order to establish bicontinuity of convex conjugation 
(by this method of proof) it is necessary to assume that both E and F are 
Frechet, and this implies that E (and thus also F) is reflexive. (A Frechet 
space is barrelled, and E is reflexive if and only if both E and F are 
barrelled.) 
In Section 6 these results are discussed, a number of extensions and 
applications are given, and some historical remarks are made. 
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2. Mosco’s THEOREM: PART I 
The first and easy half of Mosco’s theorem is contained in the following 
result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let E and F be a dual pair of locally convex spaces, and 
consider the four conditions: 
1. F is quasicomplete in the z( F, E) topology. (2.1) 
2. Ifv,~v~Eand~,~~~F,then(v,,~,)-+(v,~). (2.2) 
3. Iffn;i?:fo, thenf,*;i7: f$. (2.3) 
4. If {f,:n>O}CIJE)andf,;i?: fo, thenf,*;i?:f,*. (2.4) 
Then the following implications hold: (2.1) + (2.2) o (2.3) o (2.4). 
Proof We first show that (2.1) * (2.2). Let v, - v E E and <, 3 5 E F. 
If F is quasicomplete, then by Krein’s theorem (see, e.g., Bourbaki [9, IV, 
p. 37]), the o(F, E)-closure of the convex hull of {ln} is o(F, E)-compact. 
Since the Mackey topology on E is the topology of uniform convergence 
on a(F, E)-compact convex sets, it follows that (v,, 5,) + (v, l). 
Next, we show that (2.2) 3 (2.3). If fos co, then f$ z -cc and the 
assertion is trivial. If, on the other hand, fo(v) -c cc for some v E E, 
then f:(t) > -co for every 5 E F. Choose and fix c E F. Let 5, a+ 4, 
let c < f z(r), and choose v E E such that (v, 5) - fo(v) > c. By 
hypothesis, there exists a sequence {v,,} c E such that v, -;9 v and 
lim sup, _ m fJvJ <fo(v). Since 
f,*(L) 3 (vm 5,) -f,(v,) (2.5) 
and (v,, 5,) + (v, 5), it follows that 
lim inf f ,*(5,) > (0, 5 ) - lim sup fn(vn) 
n-m n-02 
2 <v, 5 > -fo(v) > c, 
and since c was arbitrary, the assertion follows. 
Since it is immediate that (2.3)* (2.4), it remains to show that 
(2.4) * (2.2). Thus, suppose v, - v E E and 5, + 5 E F; and consider the 
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sequence of functions f, =: 6,"; n k0 (where oO=: u). By Example 1.1, 
.f,* =: SL = L,“. Since {Son} c T(E) and satisfies (1.1) it follows that 
lim inf (u,, 5,) = lim inf L,“(<,) 
n-cc “-CL 
= lim inf f ,*([,) 
n-cc 
2fo*(5)= (% t>. 
Now apply the same argument to g, =: 6,-,nj to conclude that 
limsup<u,,L)G(u,5:>. I 
n-m 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let (E, p) be the normed vector space of real-valued 
sequences with only a finite number of nonzero components; i.e., 
E={(x~,x~,...):x~=x,,+,= ... =Oforsomenkl}; 
Let u, denote the vector (xi, x2, . ..) such that xi = 0 if j < n or’ j > 2n, and 
x,+1= 
x,,z= . . . = -1. then u, 7 0, because p(u, - 0) = n ~ ‘. 
(The initial topology:: a zetiizable locally convex space always coincides 
with the Mackey topology; see, e.g., Bourbaki [9, p. IV.5, Proposition 41.) 
Now let F= E*, and let (,E F denote the bounded, hence continuous 
linear functional given by t,(u) = x, + i + . . . + xZn. Then 5,~ O,, because 
for any UE E, c,,(u) = 0 for all n sufficiently large. Nevertheless, 
(u,, 5,) = 1; thus (2.2) does not hold. Let f, =: dun; then f,, ;i?: do6, yet 
lim inf, _ o. f,*(-t,)=liminf,,, L&t,)= -1 <O=S&(OF), and thus 
(2.3) does not hold. 
It follows from Theorem 1.1 that F is not quasicomplete; this may 
also be verified directly. For n > 1 and u = (xi, x2, . ..) E E, let t,(u) = 
x,+x,+ ... +x,; <no F since I<,(u)1 <y(u). It is then easily seen that 
{ 5, : n z 1 } is Cauchy, but not convergent; thus F is not even semicomplete. 
The dual pair (E, F) in this example has a number of interesting 
properties. The completion of E is the space c0 of all sequences (x,, x2, . ..) 
such that xI+O as j+ co; since c,*~lI’, the space of all summable sequen- 
ces, it follows that Fr I1 as well. Let e, denote the jth unit vector of E, i.e., 
the sequence (xi, x2, . ..) such that xi = 1 if i = j, and xi = 0 otherwise. The 
set S= {e,, e2, . ..} is a countable Hamel basis for E since every element of 
E can be expressed as a unique linear combination of a finite number of 
elements of S. Since E is a normed linear space, F= E* separates points; 
it follows that a(F, E) is metrizable (see, e.g., Rudin [16, p. 841). Since 
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every metrizable topology on a locally convex space is the Mackey 
topology of the corresponding dual pair, it follows that a(F, E) = z(F, E). 
Thus (E, F) is a dual pair such that both z(E, F) and z(F, E) are 
metrizable. The following comments pertain to E and F with their Mackey 
topologies. (1) Both E and F are separable. (Proof: Both c,, and 1’ are 
separable with respect o the usual norm topologies on each; E is dense in 
c0 and z(F, E) is weaker than the norm topology on F.) (2) Neither E nor 
F is complete. (Proof: E is not complete because it is strictly contained and 
dense in c,; F is not complete because (2.2) or (2.3) fails.) (3) Because E 
and Fare metrizable, each is bornological; but because neither is complete, 
neither is semireflexive or barrelled. (Proof: A metrizable space is semi- 
barrelled, and a semirellexive and semibarrelled space is complete; hence 
neither E nor F is semireflexive. But E (resp. F) is semireflexiveo F 
(resp. E) is barrelled.) 
Thus, because both E and F in the dual pair of this example are 
separable and metrizable, it follows that Theorem 1.2 holds in both direc- 
tions (i.e., both for {f, : n > 1) c f(E) and {f, : n > 1 > c T(F)); while, as 
we have seen, Theorem 1.1 holds in neither direction (because neither E 
nor F is complete). 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE MINKOWSKI FUNCTIONAL 
Let C(E) denote the set of balanced, nonempty convex subsets of E that 
are compact in the a(E, F) topology. In this section we derive several 
results concerning the Minkowski functional of a set KE C(E), or its polar, 
K* c F. These can scarcely be novel, and are in any case elementary, but 
I have been unable to find a convenient reference stating them in precisely 
the form needed. 
Let us begin by recalling some standard terminology. A set K is called 
balanced if v E K 3 au E K for lcll d 1. The gauge or Minkowski functional of 
a set Kc E is the function qK: E -+ [0, co] such that 
q,(u)=:inf(t>O: t-‘vEK}, 
with the convention that qK(v) = co if {t > 0: tr ‘v E K} is empty. If Kc E 
is a nonempty, balanced, closed convex set, then it is easily seen that 
(l)qKET(E); (Z)E,=: (uEE:qK(u)<m)=u(aK:a>O), the domain of 
qK, is an algebraic subspace of E, and qK is a seminorm on this subspace; 
(3) if K is in addition compact, then qK is a norm on E,. 
The polar of a set Kc E is the set 
580/1,0,‘-16 
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the polar of a set is nonempty, convex, balanced, and o(F, Q-closed; thus 
qK. is a seminorm on u(crK*: CI 2 0) c F. In the important special case 
that K is cr(E, F)-compact, the polar K* is absorbing, and qK* is a semi- 
norm on F, with unit ball { 5 EF: qK*(c) < I} = K*. 
The following three lemmas indicate the relationship between qK 
and qK*. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any AcE, I(v, 01 <qA(v)qA*([)for all VEE, <EF. 
ProoJ If qA(v)= a3 or qA*(t)= cc, this is immediate, so we may 
assume otherwise. Suppose qA(u) < CI < co, and qA. (5) < /? < co. Then 
a-‘u~A and B-‘~EA *, hence ](a-‘~, pP’{)l < 1, hence I(u, 01 <c$?. 
Taking the inlimum over all such a and B then yields the result. 1 
The next lemma, although very simple, is not quite as innocent as it 
might seem at first. If E is a Banach space, with norm pE on E and dual 
norm pF on F, then (one version of) the Hahn-Banach theorem states that 
for every v E E there exists a t G,F such that ~~(5) > 0 and I (v, 5) I = 
pE(u) ~~(5). It is not, however, always true that for every 5 E F there exists 
a UEE such that pE(u) >O and I(u, t)] = pE(u) ~~(0: the James-Klee 
theorem states that this is the case precisely when E is reflexive (see, e.g., 
Holmes [ 12, pp. 157-1641). 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf KE C(E), then for every 5 E F there exists a v E E such 
that q,dv) > 0 and (~~5) = qK(v) qK* (4). 
Proof: If qK*(t)=O, then for any VIE, (u,O)=O=qK(v)qK*(0). If 
qK* (5) > 0, then we assume without loss of generality that qK* (<) = 1. First 
notethatforanyn31, thereexistsau,EKsuchthat I(u,,<)l>l-np’. 
For if not, then there exists an U, 0 < tl < 1, such that I (v, <)I 6 o! for all 
v~K.Choose/?suchthat 1~/?<cx-‘.Then~(u,~~)~~/?a<1forallv~K, 
hence j35 E K*. But qK*(/3t) = j3qK* (5) = p > 1, hence Bt 4 K*, and we have 
a contradiction. 
Thuslet {v,:n>l}cKbesuchthat ](v,,~)]>l-n-‘foreverynB1. 
Since K is compact, there exists a convergent subnet {u,} c {v,} such that 
u, -+ v E K. Then t(v) = lim, {(u,) d 1. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf KE C(E), then 
c(qKYl* = xqK*l’. 
Proof: Choose and fix r E F. If UE E and qK(u) < cc, then, by 
Lemma 3.1, 
(4 5) - cad41* G cIK(V) qK*(r) - CSK(U)l’. 
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Thus 
c(sK)‘l* (5)=suPK% 5)-qK(u)2:UW 
<sup{tq,*(~)-t2:f~O} 
= &h*(5)12. 
There are two cases. If SK*(t) = co, then 5 is not bounded on K; hence 
[(qK)‘]* (5) = co, and the supremum is achieved. If, however, q,*(t) < CO, 
then by Lemma 3.2 there exists a u0 E E such that qK(uO) = 1 and (uO, 5) = 
qKL(<); it follows that 
GqIc*(5) UO? 5) - C%&7K*(5) oo)12 = ~c~K*(~)l’~ 
thus the upper bound is actually achieved when v = (l/2) qx* (5) uo. l 
Iff, g: E --) (-co, + cc], then their injbnaf-convolution (Moreau [14]) is 
defined to be the function 
(f V g)(u) =: inf{f(w) + g(v - w): WEE}. 
The following lemma is well known; its proof is included for complete- 
ness. 
LEMMA 3.4. If f and g are convex, then f V g is conuex. 
Proof. Let O<a, /?< 1, a+fi= 1, and vi, u2, w,, w,EE. Then 
f(uw, + Bw2) + g(au, + Pu2 - (UWI + Bw2)) 
~Q-(wJ+ ‘du, -w,,> +8{f(w2)+ g(u,--w,)); 
hence, taking the intimum over w1 and w2, 
(f v ‘!r)(au, + Pu2) d 4f ‘J g)(u,) +P(f v g)(u2). I 
In general the inlimal convolution f V g need not be proper or closed, 
even iff and g are proper, closed, and convex. For example, iff(x) = x and 
g(x) = 0, then f V g s -co is not proper. (Finding an example in which 
f V g is not closed is somewhat less trivial; for an instance of this 
phenomenon in R2, see Ioffe and Tikhomirov [ 13, p. 63, Example 1.81.) 
Remark 3.1. The infimal convolution has the important property that 
(f v g)* =f* + g*; (3.1) 
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this is a simple consequence of the definition, involving an interchange of 
two suprema. It need not, however, be the case that 
(f+ g)* = f * V g*. (3.2) 
The later property may be deduced from the former in the special case that 
A g and f * V g* are proper, lower semicontinuous, and convex, for then 
(f + g)* = (f ** + g**)* = (f * V g*)** = (f * V g*). 
Rockafellar [ 17, p. 56, Theorem 201 gives a useful sufficient condition for 
(3.2) adequate for many purposes. 
Let us now consider the special case where f E T(E), and g= qK, the 
Minkowski functional of a set KE C(E). 
LEMMA 3.5. If f E T(E), K E C(E), f(u) < co for some v E E, =: 
{vEE:qK(v)<m), andc>O, then 
( > f +;q’n * =.f* v ; (q& 
Proof. Since qK E Z(E), by the preceding remark it suffices to show that 
f * V (1/2c)(q,.)2 E T(F); and since f * V ( 1/2c)(q,.)2 is convex (by 
Lemma 3.4), it thus s&ices to show that it is proper and closed. In fact, 
much more is true: the function f * V ( 1/2c)(q,f)2 is everywhere finite and 
continuous. 
To see this, choose v,, E E so that qK(u) < 00 and f(vO) < co; then for any 
5, VEF, 
f*(s)+h {qK’(t-V)12 
2 -f(vo)+ (vUle,-qY(vg)qK*(r-)l)+~ {qK’(5-4)12. 
Thus 
s* v ;(qK*Y (5)> -f(Q)+ (v,, 5>-;q&+ --co. 
1 
Since f * is proper, there exists to E F such that f *(to) < co; it follows that 
for any < E F, 
{ 
f* v~(qr*)‘)(g)$f*(eo)+~iq,*(e-rU)}*<OO. 
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Thus f* D (1/2c)(q,,)’ is everywhere finite; and because qK. is a 
continuous seminorm, it is in fact bounded in a neighborhood of every 
point. Since, by Lemma 3.4, f* D ( 1/2c)(qK.)2 is convex, it immediately 
follows (see, e.g., Rockafellar [ 17, p. 31, Theorem S]) that it is necessarily 
continuous. 1 
4. UNIFORM PROPRIETY 
In this section we derive several consequences of uniform propriety that 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. These are of a somewhat echnical 
nature, and the reader willing to grant Lemma 4.1 might well on a first 
reading omit both its proof and the examples illustrating it that are given 
after. 
Let Kc E denote a balanced, a(E, P)-compact convex set; let qK denote 
the Minkowski functional of K; let {fn: n 2 1) c T(E); and for n > 1, let 
(4.1) 
The new sequence {f,,K} should be thought of as a smoothed version of 
the old sequence {f,,}; the assumption that {fn} is uniformly proper 
ensures that the new sequence has a number of desirable properties. Two 
other conditions that appear in varying forms in the literature we will term 
the: 
Mosco Condition. There exists a KE C(E) such that 
lim inf (fn,K)* (5) > -co for every t E F. (4.2) n-m 
Joly Condition. There exist KE C(E), C > ---co and integer N>, 1 such 
that 
f,(v) 3 -qK(U) + c for every n > N and v E E. (4.3) 
It turns out that these two conditions are equivalent to uniform 
propriety in the presence of an additional condition. 
LEMMA 4.1. If F is separable, f,, E T(E), n 3 1, and 
liminff,(u,)> --co whenever v,,- VEE, (4.4) “‘02 
then {f,,} is uniformly proper if and only if (4.2) and (4.3) hold for some 
KE C(E). 
Proof. Suppose first that {f,,> is uniformly proper. Then there exists a 
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sequence {a,} and KE C(E) such that {fn(a,,)} and {qK(un)} are bounded 
from above, sayfn(cn) Q C, < CD and qK(v,) < C, < cc for n >, 1. But then 
hence lim inf, _ o. f,T,K(5)> --co; it follows that (4.2) is satisfied. 
Next we show that {fn} satisfies (4.3); it is at this point that the assump- 
tion that the f, are convex enters the argument. We proceed as in Attouch 
[2, pp. 275-2761. If (4.3) is not satisfied, then for every integer j 3 1 there 
exists an integer nj >j and uj~ E such that fn,(u,) < -j{qK(uj) + 1). 
Suppose first that {qK(uj)} is bounded. In this case {u,> is contained in 
a cr(E, &J-compact set; and we may thus assume (because F is separable), 
by passing first to a subsequence if necessary, that uj y z E E. But then 
li:,$ff,(Uj)<lifllf {-j[qK(Uj)+ l]}= 
which by assumption is impossible. 
Suppose therefore that {qK(uj)} is unbounded. We may assume, once 
again first passing to a subsequence if necessary, that qK(uj) -+ cc and 
vq y uO. Choose tj > 0 such that tJ -0, tjqK(Uj) + 0, andjtjq,y(uj)} + ~0, 
and let z.~ =: tjuj + (1 - tj) v,,,. Because tjqK(uj) -+ 0, clearly zj y vO; 
because & is convex, 
L, tzj) d tjfn, t"j) + ( l - tj) L, t"n,) 
< tj{ -j4K("j)} + cl i 
thus lim infi _ oo fn, (z,) = - co, which again by assumption is impossible. 
Finally, assume that both (4.2) and (4.3) are satisfied by KEC(E). Let 
L( 5) = : lim inf,, j o3 f&(t) > -m. Given a fixed such 5 E F, choose v, E E 
such that lim inf,, j o. {(v,, t>-L,K(vn)) =~35). Since 
(v,, 5>-f,,K(~n)= (cl, r>- cLbLl)+9Kw21~ 
G qK(Vn) q/c*(5) - {( -qfc(vJ + Cl> - qK(vnY; 
it follows that {qK(v,)}, and thus {fn(un)} is bounded. 1 
Remark 4.1. Let KE C(E). If there exists a sequence {v,} such that 
LLAvJ> and h(d) are bounded from above, we will say that (fn} is 
uniformly proper with respect to qK. The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that if 
{f”} is uniformly proper with respect to qK, then (4.2) and (4.3) are both 
satisfied employing this K; and conversely, if (4.2) is satisfied using K, and 
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(4.3) is satisfied using the same K, then {fn} is uniformly proper with 
respect o qK. 
Remark 4.2. The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that a sequence is 
uniformly proper if in addition to satisfying the growth condition (4.3), it 
satisfies the smoothness condition (4.2) for a single 5 E F. 
The following example illustrates that when {f,,> is not uniformly 
proper, then either or both (4.2) and (4.3) can fail. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let E = F = R, and let 6, denote the function such that 
S.Jx)=O, and 6,(y)= cc for yfx. If f,(x)=a,+ b,x, and fJx)= 
f?!(x) + cx2, c > 0, then it is readily calculated that 
Case 1. If a,=n and 6, E 1, then (fn} satisfies (4.3) and (4.4), but 
violates (4.2). 
Case 2. If a, = n312 and b,=n, then (fn} satisfies (4.2) and (4.4), but 
violates (4.3 ). 
Case 3. If a,, = n and b, E 1 when n is odd, and a,, = n312 and b, = n 
when n is even, then {fn} satisfies (4.4), but violates both (4.2) and (4.3). 
In each case, iff,(x) =: 0, then (1.2) is satisfied by (fn}, but (1.1) is not 
satisfied by IS,*}. Thus f, z f0 need not imply f ,* 3 f$ if either (4.2) or 
(4.3) fails, or equivalently, if the sequence is not uniformly proper. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let E = F = R, f,(x) c 0, n > 0 even, andf,(x) = 6,, n > 1 
odd; so that f,* = 6,, n > 0 even, andf,*(t) = nt, n > 1 odd. Then for any x 
and x, + x, lim inf,, o. f”(x,,) = 0 =fO(x); lim sup,, m f,*(O) = 0 =fz(O); 
and if t, + t # 0, then lim sup, _ oD fz(t,) = co =f$( t). It is not the case, 
however, that lim supn _ m f,*(t,) <f:(t) for every sequence t, -+ 0: if, for 
example, t, = n ~ ‘j2, n > 1 odd and t, = 0, n > 1 even, then t, -+ 0, but 
lim sup,+,fZ(t,)= cc > 0 =f$(O). Note the sequence {fn: it >, 1 } is not 
uniformly proper: and since (4.3) and (4.4) both hold, it follows that (4.2) 
does not. Thus (4.2) is not necessary in order for {fz} to satisfy (1.1). 
5. Mosco’s THEOREM: PART II 
We turn finally to the proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof consists in 
establishing a sequence of three lemmas, each fairly simple. The first 
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states that iffn z f, then (&) * 3 f: in a particularly simple way, with 
(,E( in (1.1). (Recall thatf,,,(v)=f,(v)+q,(v)*; letfK=f+qi.) 
It is assumed throughout this section that E and F are a dual pair such 
that F is separable and metrizable. 
LEMMA 5.1. Letf:E+(-cO,oO]andKEC(E).If{f,,:n&l}~c(E)is 
uniformly proper with respect o qK, and 
lim inff,(o,) bf(v) whenever v, y v E E, (5.1) n-cc 
then 
limsup(f,,.)* (5)GtXt) 
n-cc 
for every < E F. 
Proof Because { f,) is uniformly proper with respect to qK, it follows 
from (5.1), Lemma 4.1, and Remark 4.1 that both (4.2) and (4.3) are 
satisfied for K. Given 5 E F, choose v, E E such that qK(v,) < co, n 3 1, 
limsup {<~,,5)-f,,~(~~)}=limsu~(f,,,)* (0’ -9 (5.2) 
n-cc n-tee 
and the corresponding lim infs are also equal. Since, for some C > 0, and 
all n sufficiently large, 
it follows that {qK(vn)} is bounded; say qK(vn) <a < cc for all n b 1. Thus 
{v,} is contained in the a(E, F)-compact set aK. Because F is separable, aK 
is metrizable (see, e.g., Rudin [ 16, p. 68, Theorem 3.16]), hence there exists 
a weakly convergent subsequence {vnk} of (vn}. If vnk 9 v, say, then it 
follows from (5.1) and the o(E, F)-lower semicontinuity of qk that 
fK(v) < lim inffnk(o,,) + lim inf qi(v,,) 
k-02 k-cc 
Glim inffnk,K(unk); k-co 
if {vnx} is chosen so that (5.2) is also satisfied, then 
limwfZ,K(4)=limsup {(vnk, 5)-fn,Avn,)> 
n--rm k+m 
G liy+fy (unk, 5) - llkm_~ff&(5J 
G <v,t> -fdv) Gf2(4). I 
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Now let p1 dp26p3< ... be a separating family of seminorms on F, 
with p,* = qK,. Suppose (fn: n > 1 } is uniformly proper with respect o qK, 
for some K E C(E). Since p =: (qK)* is a seminorm, and {pi: j 2 1) is 
separating, there exists an integer 53 1 such that pj > p for all j > J; hence 
4f, = p,* G P* = (qK) * * = qK for all j > .I; and thus {f, > is uniformly proper 
with respect o every qK,, j 2 J. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf {fn: n 3 l} c T(E) is uniformly proper, and f: E + 
( - co, 031 is a function for which (5.1) is satisfied, then there exists an 
increasing sequence 1 d j, d j, < . . of positive integers, and a sequence it,,} 
in F such that 
1imSup f.*(t,)++p~(t--S.))Gf*(S). 
n-cc i n 
ProoJ: Since inf,, qK,(v) = 0, 
sup {f;,(t)> = SUP {SUP C(ut l> -fK,wI 
is 1 is 1 USE 
=sup {SUP [(VT O-fb+&(v)l) 
VCSE .i 2 1 
=f *(5), 
and thus by Lemma 5.1 
limsup {limw {f,*,,,(5)})Qlimsupf~,(5)~f*(~). 
j-m n-m /‘- cc 
By a simple diagonalization argument (see Attouch [2, p. 33, 
Corollary 1.163) there exists an increasing subsequence {j,,} such that 
lim sup, _ 3. f & (5) d f *(t). Now choose 5, E F such that n 
lim SUP {f,*(L) + fp;Jt - L)> = lim SUP U&)* (5); 
n-30 n-m 
this is clearly possible because by Lemma 3.5, 
(f,,K,j* (4) = ifff {f?(V) + $p,‘,(t - ~11. 
The assertion of the lemma then immediately follows. 1 
Since limsup,,,f,*(5,)~limsup,,,{f,*(5,)+(1/4)~f,(5-5,)) for 
any sequence {t,,}, Theorem 1.2 will follow from Lemma 5.2 once we 
prove: 
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LEMMA 5.3. Zf {f n : n 2 1 } c T(E) is unz~ormly proper, { j, } increasing, 
and 
lim SUP {f,*(t,) + a~;(( - <,I> < ~0, 
n+m 
(5.3) 
ProoJ: It suffices to show that lim,, c4 p,(r - c,) = 0 for every j3 1. 
Since {fn) is uniformly proper, there exists a sequence (un} c E and 
KEC(E) such that {fn(un)} and {qK(u,)) are bounded from above. It 
follows from (5.3) and the definition off,* that 
lim sup {(u,, 5,) -fn(4J + +P:(< - L)> < ~0. 
n-m 
(5.4) 
As before, since p =: (qK)* is a seminorm, and { pj: j > 1 } is separating, 
there exists a J such that pi > p for all j > J. By Lemma 3.1, 1 (u,, t,)/ < 
qK(un) qK* (t,), hence for j, > J and some C, > 0, 
~qK(U,)(qK*(5)+qK*(5-5,)) 
d cl (q/C* (0 + Pjn(5 - tti)>. 
Since the sequence {f,,(u,,)} is b ounded from above, it follows from 
(5.4) that C=: SUP,> I Pj,,(t - 5,) <GO. Choose and fix j> 1. If C=O, 
then pj(t - 5,) = 0 for n > j (because j< j,). If C > 0, choose and fix E > 0. 
There exists an N>, 1 such that CE- ‘pi < pjn for every n k N; hence 
pj(t - <,) d E for every n 2 N, and since E > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
lim, + a, Pj(5-5n)=“. I 
Remark 5.1. Note that Theorems 1.1-1.3 do not require that f0 be an 
element of T(E), and that in particular fO(o) = -cc is permitted. If 
fO(u) = -co for some u E E, then f:(c) = co, hence f,* $ f z is automati- 
cally satisfied. Thus in the proof of Theorem 1.2 it may be assumed without 
loss of generality that fo(u) > --cc for every UE E; and in this case 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 may then be applied to f =fo. 
6. DISCUSSION 
Mosco’s 1971 paper had its origins in the work of Robert Wijsman a 
decade earlier [18, 191. But Wijsman’s paper dealt with the finite dimen- 
sional case, where the distinction between the Q and r topologies does not 
arise. 
Mosco’s paper itself dealt with the case of a reflexive Banach space, and 
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arose out of his interest in the stability of solutions to variational 
inequalities. At approximately the same time, and independently of Mosco, 
J. L. Joly in France approached these problems from an entirely different 
standpoint [ll]. Joly introduced two topologies on T(E) and T(F) for 
which convex conjugation is bicontinuous, and employed them to give a 
second proof of Mosco’s theorem. (See [ll, p. 435, Proposition lo]. In the 
statement of the theorem it is only assumed that E is a reflexive Frechet 
space; the proof, however, would appear to require that both E and its 
dual F be Frechet. But if E and F are Frechet, and E is reflexive, then E 
is in fact a reflexive Banach space, and thus the situation reduces to that 
considered by Mosco.) The paper by Back [3, pp. 662-6661 contains a 
useful summary and discussion of Joly’s approach. 
The metrizability of F is indispensible to the proof that we have given 
above in Section 5: it enters into its structure in an essential and integral 
way. This may be regarded in part as a consequence of the sequential 
nature of Mosco convergence: if the later is framed in terms of nets 
rather than sequences, it is possible to state a nonmetrizable version of 
Theorem 1.3. This alternative approach was taken by Back in his paper [3, 
p. 6631; see also Back [4]. (Note, however, that the M,, convergence of a 
net in T(E) as defined by Back does not imply that the conjugates in T(F) 
converge in the corresponding dual sense; see Back [3, p. 6661.) 
The assumptions that F is complete and separable, in contrast, each 
enter into the proof at a single point: the completeness (or simply 
quasicompleteness) of F is used to ensure that 
the separability of F is used to ensure that 
if K is a(E, F)-compact, then K is sequentially a(E, F)-compact. (6.2) 
In certain special instances (6.1) and (6.2) may be satisfied even if F is 
not complete or not separable. If, for example, E is metrizable then (6.2) 
follows from Smulian’s theorem (see, e.g., Rudin [ 16, p. 863); thus the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.2 follows in this case even if F is nonseparable 
(provided, of course, that it is metrizable). Indeed the assumption in 
Theorem 1.3 that F is separable may simply be replaced by imposing condi- 
tion (6.2) on E; the result has the merit of giving rise to a statement con- 
taining both Umberto Mosco’s original theorem and Alejandro de Acosta’s 
extension of it: 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let E and F be a dual pair of locally convex spaces 
such that F is Frtchet and every o(E, F)-compact set in E is sequentially 
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compact. If f, E T(E), n 2 1, and fO(v) < 00 for some v E E, then f, -;i?’ f. =c- 
f,* 2 fo*. 
Alternatively, one may be interested in special classes of functions {f,} 
for which (6.1) and (6.2) are satisfied on a set containing the effective 
domains of {f,} or (f z} (the effective domain of a function f is the set 
D(f)=: (vEE: f( ) u < a3 }). Thus, if S c F is complete and o(f,*) c S, 
n 2 1, then (2.3) follows even if F is not complete, because in (2.5) it is only 
necessary to consider the subsequence { [,} c S for which f,(t,) < co. 
Similarly, if S c E is metrizable and D( f,) c S, n 3 1, then the separability 
of F in Theorem 1.2 is unnecessary, because the sequence (v,} selected in 
(5.2) may be assumed to lie in S. (By (4.2), lim inf,,,,(fn,K)* (5)~ -co; 
thus (vn) may be chosen so that sup,*, fn,K(v,) < co, and since f, < fn,K, 
it follows that supnr, fH(vn) < co.) 
These observations are illustrated in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let F be a locally convex metrizable space, let {P, } be 
a sequence of probability measures on the Bore1 sets of F, and assume for 
simplicity that supp(P,) c F, c F for every n, where F, is a complete convex 
set which is a Polish space in the relative topology. Let E be the dual of 
F; it is not difficult to show that the cumulant generating functions 
c,(5) =: log jFexp<h 0 @,(v) 
are proper, lower semicontinuous, and convex; their convex conjugates 
c,* E T(F) play an important role in the theory of large deviations (see, e.g., 
Bahadur and Zabell [ 51). 
If c(t) is the cumulant generating function of a probability measure P, 
then it is immediate that c(0) = 0; it follows that any sequence of cumulant 
generating functions is uniformly proper; and thus satisfies both conditions, 
(4.2) and (4.3). If the probability measures P, converge weakly to another 
probability measure P,, then it is not difficult to show directly that 
c, ;i?;’ c,, and c,* ;i?: co*; in general, however, it need not be the case that 
c, s c0 or c,* s c$. It can be shown that D(c,*) c F,; it then follows 
from the above remarks that Mosco’s theorem is valid for any sequence of 
cumulant generating functions: c, -;it c0 =- c,* -;if c,*, and c, 2 c0 o 
c,* 2 c$ if in addition it is assumed that E is metrizable. This result is not 
without interest in the theory of large deviations; see Dinwoodie and Zabell 
[lOI. 
Remark 6.1. In several recent papers Gerald Beer has investigated 
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topologies which agree with or extend Mosco convergence. Beer [6] 
exhibits a topology for T(E), in the case when E is a reflexive Banach 
space, which agrees with Mosco convergence, and for which convex con- 
jugation is a homeomorphism between T(E) and T(E*). Beer [7] proposes 
an extension of Mosco convergence to nonreflexive normed spaces different 
from the one adopted in this paper. In Beer’s alternative approach, which 
employs the “slice topology,” convex conjugation also has desirable con- 
tinuity properties. 
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